Abstract: Novel polyhedral elements termed as virtual node polyhedral element (VPHE) have been formulated based on virtual node method. The VPHEs are able to take arbitrary forms with arbitrary number of nodes and sides. Formulation of the VPHE is provided in this work, together with three examples that demonstrate utilization of the new element in carrying out numerical analyses. The first and second examples involve determination of steady-state temperature distribution (heat transfer phenomena) for two different geometries while the third example involves determination of Young's modulus for carbon nanotubes (solid mechanics). Three different meshes with increasing number of finite elements (VPHEs) are utilized in examples 1 and 2. Example 3 is simulated by representing each cell of a carbon nanotube with a VPHE element. This is done for two different configurations of carbon nanotube (Armchair and Zigzag). Simulation results show that the VPHEs are able to produce converging solutions towards the analytical or experimental solutions for all three cases considered in this work.
Introduction
Finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method that is vastly utilized to solve problems which are difficult to be solved analytically. Conventional elements have fixed number of sides and faces. Thereafter, polygonal elements with arbitrary number of nodes and sides have been formulated (for 2-dimensional cases) and later extended to polyhedral elements for 3-dimensional cases. Many methods have been proposed to generate polyhedral elements [1] . Objectives of the current work are to develop and validate new polyhedral elements based on the virtual node method [2] . The new polyhedral elements are termed virtual node polyhedral element (VPHE). Three numerical examples are provided to show performance of the VPHEs in numerical analyses. Simulation results from analysis of steady state temperature distribution within a square plate show advantages of VPHEs in meshing surface of a curved geometry and higher number of nodes generated. The VPHEs are also shown to be more suitable in simulation of carbon nanotubes.
each triangle (vertex, V) which forms tetrahedral is located at the center of the VPHE. An example of partitioning of an arbitrary VPHE is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Geometry of an arbitrary polyhedral element (VPHE): (a) a VPHE with 10 nodes and 7 faces (b) partitioning of the face 1-2-3-4-5 into 5 tetrahedral elements (c) partitioning of the face 1-5-6-10 into 4 tetrahedral elements.
Linear tetrahedral element is utilized to partition the VPHE, since this element has linear sides and the shape function for a node is always independent from the other nodes, for any geometry configuration. The vertex, , acts as an imaginary or virtual node, which is utilized to combine all the tetrahedral elements to form the VPHE. The node is utilized only to develop shape functions for the VPHE nodes and does not contribute to computational cost. Field variable within each tetrahedral element within the polyhedron are calculated by using the formula: (1) where T v represents a specific tetrahedron within the polyhedron (i.e., T 1 
and     represent nodal shape functions of a specific tetrahedron for nodes i, j, k and l, respectively, and respectively. Nodes i, j and k are located on the outer surface of the polyhedron, while node l is located at inside of the polyhedron. Node l, which is located at inside of the polyhedron is the common point shared by all the tetrahedrons (which form the polyhedron). Location of the common point (x l , y l , z l ) is simply the centre of the polyhedron (node V in Fig. 1 ).
The VPHEs are first validated through patch tests. The patch consists of 6 VPHE elements with combination of 6, 7, and 8 faces as shown in 
External nodes for each case are assigned with fixed displacement/temperature values according to the linear functions:
The linear displacements/temperatures on the external nodes represent constant strain/heat flux within the interior of the elements. The displacements/temperatures of the inner nodes are calculated using finite element equations and the difference between the calculated and exact values are found using L 2 error norm in displacement/temperature using (3): (3) The patch test results for the VPHE elements are shown in Table 1 . 
Number of elements in the patch

Error norm in displacement
Error norm in temperature 6 3.031×10 -3
5.787×10 -4
It is seen that the range for the error norms of the VPHE elements are similar to those obtained using Wachspress and mean value coordinate for 2-dimensions as reported in [3] and 3D PFEM as reported in [4] for 3-dimensions. It is also observed that the error norm in heat transfer phenomena is lower. This is caused by higher degree of freedom in solid mechanics.
Numerical Applications
Three numerical examples are selected to demonstrate performance of the VPHEs. The first example (Case 1) is the calculation of steady state temperature distribution for a hollow cylinder which is subjected to fixed temperature loads. Geometry of the problem domain is shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Dimensions of the hollow cylinder are: inner radius = 1 m, outer radius = 4 m, and thickness of the cylinder = 1 m. Due to the symmetry, only quarter of the hollow cylinder is analysed, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The temperature of the inner surface, 1-2-5-6 is fixed at 500 0 C and the outer surface, 3-4-7-8 is fixed at 100 0 C (Fig. 3(b) ). Other surfaces are considered adiabatic. Three different meshes (with increasing number of elements and global nodes) are considered: 2×2×1 mesh, 3×3×1 mesh and 4×4×1 mesh as shown in Fig. 4 . Simulation results are shown in next section. The second case considered (Case 2) is determination of steady state temperature distribution within a square plate that is subjected to different temperature loads at the four sides of the plate. Geometry of the problem domain is shown in Fig. 5 . Material properties for Cases 1 and 2 are similar to those utilized in patch test as described in section II. The third example (case 3) involves simulation of carbon nanotubes (CNT) [5] . Two configurations of CNT that are armchair and zigzag are modelled by utilizing VPHEs and their Young's modulus of elasticity are determined numerically. First, a cell of CNT is represented by a VPHE by positioning the nodes according to the carbon atoms in the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 7 . The cell is then arranged in repeating pattern according to specific configuration to form the CNT with certain diameter, length and thickness. Fig. 8 shows an example of CNT with zigzag configuration of (15, 0) formed by the VPHEs. A single VPHE (which is repeated to form the entire CNT structure) is also shown in Fig. 8 . Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for a single layer graphene are taken as 235.88 N/m and 0.4136, respectively [6] . Since CNTs are produced by rolling a single graphene sheet, therefore values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio can be assigned to the cells of CNT (see Fig. 7 ). For the modelling of CNT through VPHEs, the 2-D value of the Young's modulus is converted to 3-D, by dividing with thickness of the CNT [7] , which then gives E VPHE = 0.69 TPa. The length of C-C bond is taken as 0.142 nm. Young's modulus of the entire CNT structures that are obtained from the simulations are then compared with other published data in the literature. Simulation results are shown in next section.
Simulation Results
Simulation results for the three cases considered in section III are presented here.
Results for Case 1 4.1.
Steady state temperatures within the hollow cylinder are determined numerically by running simulations in Mathematica. The results are later compared with the analytical solution [8] :
where r = arbitrary radial distance, T 1 = temperature at the inner surface, T 2 = temperature at the outer surface, R 1 = radius of the inner surface and R 2 = radius of the outer surface. Percentage error is found
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the VPHEs are able to yield correct solutions. Smaller percentage of error is obtained when higher numbers of elements are utilized. Fig. 9 . Convergence of the solution for the temperatures.
Results for Case 2 4.2.
Steady state temperatures within the square plate are determined numerically by running simulations in Mathematica. The results are later compared with the analytical solution which is given in [9] : (6) where L and W represent length and width of the plate, respectively. The exact solution is obtained by taking n as 10,000. Percentage error is found using (5) . Simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 . Young's modulus of various CNT models (E CNT ) with different parameters are determined through tensile test and the results are compared with other published data. The tensile test is simulated by fixing one end of the CNT and the other end is subjected to a predetermined displacement of 0.0023nm (within the elastic region). Net reaction force is calculated by summing all the forces obtained at the fixed end of the CNT. Young's modulus for entire CNT model, E CNT is then calculated by utilizing following formulas [10] - [14] : (7) where ∑ F represents net reaction force at the fixed end of CNT and δ represents prescribed displacement at the free end of CNT. K CNT , L, D and t represent stiffness, length, diameter and thickness of the CNT. Simulations are carried out in Mathematica environment and the results are shown in Table 2 . Results from the current work are in good agreement with other published works. For example, the average Young's modulus of 1.2 TPa which is obtained for armchair configuration from this work is close to the results presented in [15] - [18] , [21] , [22] . Average value of 1.3 TPa which is obtained for zigzag configuration in current work is similar to the results presented in [14] and [18] .
Conclusion
New polyhedral elements known as VPHEs have been successfully developed and validated in this work. The polyhedral elements which are proposed in this paper can be utilized to analyse problems which arise in solid mechanics and heat transfer phenomena, as demonstrated through several examples (hollow cylinder, square plate and carbon nanotubes). One of the advantages of the VPHEs is that the nodes can be placed randomly in order to form arbitrary shape. This enables better representation of irregular boundaries as shown in the case of curved boundary in case 1, Fig. 4 . Apart from that, the VPHEs can be
